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I have found an example of LATIN SMALL LETTER DOTLESS J. On page xvii of a book entitled Ordbok
över Finlands svenska folkmål‘Dictionary of Swedish dialects in Finland’a table is given showing
characters used in different phonetic descriptions. The first column shows “fin beteckning” ‘narrow
transription’, the second column shows “grov beteckning” ‘broad transcription’, and the third
column shows “landsmålsalfabet” ‘national dialect alphabet’. The book was published in 1982 by
the Research Institute for the Languages of Finland in Helsinki.

So far I have only seen one photocopied page from this book (whence the sample below), but I do
know that the Landsmålsalfabet was widely used in Nordic countries in a rigorous and standardized
way prior to the advent of the IPA, which is used more today. A Danish-Icelandic dictionary
published in 1992 also uses Landsmålsalfabet characters in its phonetic description of Danish.

Landsmålsalfabet characters were also found in Finno-Ugric linguistics as a sort of precursor to the
Finno-Ugric Phonetic Alphabet (FUPA) which is in use worldwide by Uralicists today.

In the chart below, dotted and dotless versions of both i and j are clearly shown. And the third
column is not just showing glyph fragments, but phonetic entities.



Ken Whistler suggested that this proof was not necessarily convincing, because the
Landsmålsalfabet characters do not have dots on the i’s. This may be true, but from a typographical
point of view, I would see the following roman/italic variants in the illustration given above:

à á â ã ä å æ ç è é ê ë
ì í î ï ð ñ ò ó ô õ

etc. Of course as stated previously, more research has to be done.
Jörg Knappen pointed out that Haarmann showed an alphabet with two kinds of Js in it. He does,

in his 1990 Universalgeschichte der Schrift.

This is an alphabet for Karelian, a language closely related to Finnish. While it does show a dotless

ì contrasting with a dotted j, the capital letters are not distinguished, which makes me suspicious.
Clearly we have to do some further research. The alphabet is based on the Pan-Turkic Latin script
which was used in the first half of the 20th century in the Soviet Union.

Note that two of these Pan-Turkic letters, LATIN LETTER ZE and LATIN LETTER JER, borrowed from
the Cyrillic alphabet, are not currently encoded in the UCS. I am not quite sure what the last three
letters are to be used for in Karelian. The first might be a /dz/; the second is usually /ï/ in Pan-Turkic,
and the last is of course our present mystery.




